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Shipping is the most pervasive source of anthropogenic underwater continuous noise
and local intermittent noise. This study focused on the separation of anthropogenic
intermittent noise from dynamic background noise in the Gulf of Finland using an
adaptive threshold level (ATL) technique. The intermittent noise was validated with
Automatic Identification System (AIS) data and the background noise with selected
environmental factors. Separated components were characterized and compared with
a sound exposure level (SEL) in three 1/3 octave bands. Intermittent noise can be
separated with ATL in the Baltic Sea, and vessel traffic identified as the primary source.
Background noise varies spatially and is partially explained by environmental factors.
Intermittent noise has strong persisting influence on the acoustic environment near
shipping lanes, elevating the SEL in each of the 1/3 octave bands: by 20–30 dB in
the 63 Hz band, by 13–22 dB in the 125 Hz band and by 5–8 dB in the 2000 Hz
band. We conclude that strong intermittent noise is characteristic to the underwater
acoustic environment in the study area with heavy shipping traffic. By combining ATL
with data from AIS, intermittent noise peaks in underwater hydrophone recordings can
be associated with passages of individual vessels.

Keywords: underwater noise, shipping, AIS, adaptive threshold level, Baltic Sea, intermittent noise, noise
threshold

INTRODUCTION

The issue of anthropogenic underwater noise has received increased attention over the last few
decades. The increased human activity in the world’s seas has elevated the underwater noise levels,
changing the underwater acoustic environment. This noise has been formally recognized as a
pollutant to the marine environment (IISD, 2018).

The underwater acoustic environment is comprised of biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic sound
sources (Pijanowski et al., 2011). Natural sounds of biotic or abiotic origin are generated by, for
example, vocalizations and foraging activities of animals or surface agitation from breaking waves
and rain showers, respectively (Hildebrand, 2009). These sound sources have been a part of the
underwater acoustic environment throughout the natural history of earth. The anthropogenic
sounds generated by, for example, shipping, underwater construction and seabed exploration, have
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been introduced after the industrial revolution and have been
increasing ever since, making the seas noisier than ever before
(Andrew et al., 2002; McDonald et al., 2006; Hildebrand, 2009).
From these sound sources, shipping is the most pervasive source
of anthropogenic noise.

Generally anthropogenic noise can be divided into two
categories: impulsive noise originating from, for example
constructions and explosions, and continuous noise originating
primarily from shipping. Distant vessel traffic generates
continuous low-frequency noise which is a ubiquitous
component of the background noise in most of the world’s
seas, locally shipping also generates intermittent noise (Van der
Graaf et al., 2012; Dekeling et al., 2014). Intermittent noise is
defined by the local, relatively rapid, increase and decrease in
sound pressure levels (SPL) following the bypass of a single or
multiple vessel(s).

Anthropogenic noise is known to have multiple potential
impacts on the marine biota, for example on mammals
(Richardson et al., 1995; National Research and Council, 2003),
fishes (Slabbekoorn et al., 2010; Cox et al., 2018; Di Franco et al.,
2020), and invertebrates (Di Franco et al., 2020). Underwater
noise can cause distractions and induce masking, where the
auditory frequencies of an animal are saturated with noise and its
ability to detect important acoustic cues in its environment, such
as communication calls of other individuals or the whereabouts
of predators and prey is lowered (Erbe et al., 2016). Additionally,
noise can cause physiological stress (Rolland et al., 2012; Nichols
et al., 2015) and in extreme cases induce direct or indirect
physical injuries that can lead to hearing loss, injury or even the
death of an animal.

The effective assessment of the potential impacts of
underwater noise requires baseline knowledge about what kinds
of sounds are naturally present and about the contribution of
anthropogenic sounds. The separation of these two components
in the acoustic environment can be complicated due to a
multitude of overlapping sound sources that may vary over time.
The use of fixed thresholds (e.g., percentile-based exceedance
levels) might lead to erroneous results by over-emphasizing
the extremities of SPL distribution; this may lead to a situation
where, for example, background noise would be represented
by the SPLs during calm weather, although rough seas, rain
showers, deformation of ice cover and other naturally generated
loud sounds are very much a part of the natural underwater
acoustic environment. To overcome this challenge, Merchant
et al. (2012a) introduced the adaptive threshold level (ATL)
methodology, which adapts to gradual changes in SPLs and is
more able to separate anthropogenic sound sources.

Enhanced methods are needed since international regulations
are being established to mitigate the negative impacts of
underwater noise (Dolman and Jasny, 2015). In 2008, the
European Union adopted the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD 2008/56/EC), which was revised in the
Commission Directive 2017/845/EU, 2017 with underwater
noise as one of the recognized pressures of the marine
environment. However, the technical subgroup (TSG Noise)
working on MSFD has concluded that not much is known
about the underwater acoustic environment in the European seas

(Van der Graaf et al., 2012). To help close this knowledge gap in
the Baltic Sea, EU LIFE + funded the BIAS project (Baltic Sea
Information of the Acoustic Soundscape) was established (Sigray
et al., 2016). One of the objectives of the project was to provide
the first insight into the underwater acoustic environment of the
Baltic Sea, emphasizing the continuous low-frequency shipping
noise as defined by the Commission Decision 2010/477/EU, 2010
descriptor 11.2 (Betke et al., 2015; Nikolopoulos et al., 2016).

In this study, the ATL methodology is applied for the first
time in the Baltic Sea for the data from four hydrophone
loggers of the BIAS setting. The shallow and stratified waters of
this coastal sea area combined with its strong seasonality and
heavy shipping activity create a unique acoustic environment
that offers a perfect case for this study. The separation of
the natural and anthropogenic components of the underwater
acoustic environment in this area would help to define
criteria for its Good Environmental Status (GES), thereby
contributing to the goals of the MSFD. We base our study
on three working hypotheses: (1) anthropogenic intermittent
noise can be separated from the underwater hydrophone
recordings, (2) Automatic Identification System (AIS) data can
be used to identify the sources of intermittent noise, and (3)
variations in the background noise level can be explained with
environmental factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area and Data Sources
The Baltic Sea is a shallow (average depth 55 m), semi-enclosed
sea basin in Northern Europe (Figure 1). It is one of the largest
brackish water bodies in the world, with the mean surface-
water salinity varying between 1.8 and 11.3h, the lowest values
occurring in the Gulf of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland
(Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009, p. 59; Snoeijs-Leijonmalm and
Andrén, 2017, p. 30). There is also a strong vertical salinity
gradient in this sea area as the saltiest water settles in the deep-
water layers. The climate in the study area is strongly seasonal
as, in most winters, at least parts of the study area get ice cover.
The sea depth varies mainly between ca. 30 and 70 m, and the
seabed comprises mud in the open-sea areas, and clay, sand and
rocks closer to the seacoast. For the heavy shipping activity in
this area, the Gulf of Finland is divided by a shipping lane system
that continues until the Russian ports but is also diverted to other
ports such as Helsinki, Hamina-Kotka, Tallinn, and Paldiski.

The acoustic measurements used in this study were the
processed recordings of the four BIAS hydrophone loggers with
ID numbers 20, 21, 22, and 23 recorded by Tallinn University
of Technology (Table 1 and Figure 1). The hydrophone loggers
were stand-alone SM2M-loggers produced by Wildlife Acoustics,
that were calibrated by Swedish Defence Research Agency
FOI before the deployment. The loggers were anchored to
the bottom with a rig design consisting of a concrete block,
acoustic releaser, extra float and the logger itself secured
by polypropylene rope. The rig design above the anchor
was positively buoyant, which ensured that the loggers were
suspended 3 m above the bottom throughout the deployment
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TABLE 1 | Information on hydrophone loggers and deployment details.

Logger ID Logger type Hydrophone sensitivity (dB re 1V/µPa) Depth (m) Distance from bottom (m) Bottom substrate

20 SM2M −164.2 75 3 Mud to muddy sand

21 SM2M −164.1 89 3 Mud to muddy sand

22 SM2M −164.0 70 3 Mud to muddy sand

23 SM2M −164.1 88 3 Mud to muddy sand

FIGURE 1 | Geographical characteristics of the study area. (A) Location in the Baltic Sea region. (B) Major shipping routes based on AIS data. (C) Seabed
substrate. (D) Sea depth and locations of the acoustic data loggers. Individual logger depths are 60, 90, 80, and 80 m for loggers 20, 21, 22, and 23, respectively. In
(B–D), cyan dots with numbers from 20 to 23 show the locations of the hydrophone loggers used in this study. Data sources: HELCOM AIS database (2017);
BALANCE project, EU BSR Interreg III B (2008); Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database, BSBD (2013); OpenStreetMap. Downloaded from HELCOM map and data
service: http://maps.helcom.fi.
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(For more information, see Verfuß et al., 2015). The recordings
covered the frequency range of 10–10,000 Hz (Nikolopoulos
et al., 2016). The data from each logger were in separate tables
depicting the 20-s logarithmic means of the SPL in the three
1/3 octave frequency bands of 63, 125, and 2000 Hz, and
the broadband recording of 10–10,000 Hz (see Betke et al.,
2015). Of these, the 63 and 125 Hz bands were defined in
the Commission Decision 2010/477/EU, 2010 descriptor 11.2
as proxies for low-frequency shipping noise. In addition, the
BIAS project included a 2000 Hz band that can be related to
shipping activity through sound peaks in higher frequencies
(Nikolopoulos et al., 2016).

Our data come from four Estonian hydrophone loggers near
the junction of the Baltic Sea Proper and the Gulf of Finland,
with their maximum distance of ca. 100 km in between (for
locations, see Figure 1). Two loggers (ID numbers 20 and 21)
were located in the Gulf of Finland, and two others (ID numbers
22 and 23) were in the NW margin of the Baltic Proper. During
the wintertime, the water mass should be as homogenous as
possible. During January 2014, the vertical water temperature
gradient was minimal (Figure 2), and no sea ice had yet been
formed in the open sea (FMI, 2014a,b,c). The selected week (from

FIGURE 2 | Vertical sound speed profiles recorded in the logger deployment
locations in 15.01.2014. Data source: SMHI HIROMB BS01 forecast model,
provided by the BIAS-project.

noon on January 16th until noon on January 23th) had relatively
calm wind speeds in the nearby weather stations with mean
wind speed of 4.5, 3.2, 1.7, and 3.4 m per second with standard
deviation of 2.4, 1.5, 0.7, and 0.9 near the loggers 20, 21, 22,
and 23, respectively. The significant wave height mean was 0.7
and 1.3 m with standard deviation of 0.3 and 0.4 in the wave
buoys of Gulf of Finland and Baltic proper, respectively. During
this week, leisure boating hardly contributed to the underwater
acoustics at all.

To identify sound sources, data were applied from both
the Vessel AIS and the selected environmental parameters
(Table 2). AIS data were extracted according to vessel location
transmissions within a buffer zone radius of 20 km around each
hydrophone logger. Each time, the data record included the time
of transmission, the location of the vessel, the identity of the vessel
as an MMSI number (Maritime Mobile Service Identity), the type
of vessel, the speed of the vessel in knots and information about
the size of the vessel. The time interval between two consecutive
AIS records of a vessel can vary from under a minute to ten
minutes. Meteorological data include hourly precipitation levels
and average wind speed records in the Estonian weather stations
Ristna, Pakri, and Harku. Only wind speed data were available in
Naissaar and Vilsandi. Data on the significant wave height came
from two wave buoys from the Finnish Meteorological Institute
(FMI), one located in the Gulf of Finland and the other in the
northern Baltic Proper.

Acoustic Data Processing
We aggregated the acoustic data into one-minute average values
to decrease the sizes of the datasets and to exclude brief impulsive
sounds that cannot be related to the gradual increase of SPLs from
transient shipping. The averaging of the data was made using the
logarithmic mean instead of the arithmetic mean as the SPL data
is in decibel scale. According to Merchant et al. (2012b), this is the
most relevant averaging method to further assess the cumulative
sound exposure level. Data operations were carried out using the
open-source software environment R1 with the package Seewave
(Sueur et al., 2008).

Intermittent noise was separated from background noise using
the ATL method with running minimum values (Merchant et al.,
2012a):

ATL (t) = min[SPL(t)]t+W/2
t−W/2 + C

where ATL is the adaptive threshold level at the time t, which
is the number of decibels C above the running minimum
determined by a minimum SPL within a time window W.

The running minimum is interpreted to be representative of
the background noise level. The moving time window adapts
to changes in the underwater acoustic environment. If SPL(t) is
greater than ATL(t), the record is classified as intermittent, and
if SPL(t) is smaller than ATL(t), it is classified as background.
These computations were made in R-studio using the Tidyverse
packages (Wickham, 2017) with the Lubridate and CaTools
packages (Wickham and Grolemund, 2011; Tuszynski, 2014).
This function was applied only to the 10–10 000 Hz broadband

1https://www.r-project.org
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data, which may include both anthropogenic and natural sound
sources. The ATL function parameters were determined after
Merchant et al. (2012a) with a time window W of 3 h and
threshold ceiling C of 6 dB. The time window of 3 h is long
enough to not be affected by transient shipping noise but short
enough to adapt to changes in natural sound sources. The
threshold ceiling was set to 6 dB, which corresponds to the
doubling of the acoustic pressure.

Consecutive intermittent records were classified as individual
sound events with unique ID numbers, and they were used
to compose a table of all observed intermittent sound events.
Intermittent sound events with durations under 5 min were
removed from the data as they are most likely caused by impulsive
sounds from an unidentified source that does not represent
transient shipping noise.

Sources of Intermittent and Background
Sounds
We processed the AIS data into segments depicting the route of
an individual vessel based on the MMSI number. The segments
were further separated by identifying all bypasses of an individual
vessel regardless of whether the same vessel had also been
recorded earlier. If there was a gap of over 30 min between two
consecutive AIS records, they were handled as different visits
by the same vessel (e.g., return passage after visiting a port).
The routes of individual vessels were processed from the AIS
data, assuming that the actual route between two consecutive
locations is linear.

As underwater sound attenuates with distance: the highest
received SPLs caused by a vessel should be recorded when the
distance between the vessel and the hydrophone is shortest; this
location is known as the closest point of approach (CPA). The
closest AIS point is not necessarily the same as the CPA because
the CPA is usually located along the trajectory between two of the

closest AIS points (Figure 3). To calculate the correct location
from the AIS records, we projected the segment between the two
closest AIS points and computed the location of the CPA along
the line to the location of the logger. The time a vessel was at
the CPA was calculated based on the speed of the vessel at the
previous AIS point and the distance between the AIS point and
the CPA. This estimation relied on the assumption that vessels
maintain the same speed and course between two AIS points.
The calculations were made with custom functions in R using the
rgeos package (Bivand and Rundel, 2017).

Intermittent sound events were compared to the proximities
of individual CPAs. As individual ships can be generally
recognized within 5 km of the hydrophone in the Gulf of
Finland (Sairanen, 2014, unpublished), we applied a distance
criterion of 5 km as a buffer from the hydrophone. Additionally,
after Merchant et al. (2012a), we applied a time criterion of
±7.5 min from the peak SPL value of the intermittent sound
event to identify a given vessel as the source of the intermittent
sound. If there was only one CPA that met both criteria, the
intermittent sound event was classified to be caused by a single
vessel. If there were more than one CPA, the intermittent sound
event was classified to be from multiple possible sources. When
no CPAs within the spatial and temporal zone were found,
the sound source was classified as unknown (false positive),
which could originate, for example, from a vessel without an
onboard AIS.

The background component of the acoustic environment
represents the noise levels without the transient sound sources.
The background noise is generated by the noise of distant
shipping and biotica and abiotic sources. All the loggers are
located relatively close to a shipping lane with high traffic
distributed evenly throughout the entire study period. Thus,
the distant shipping noise can be assumed to be ubiquitous
component of the background noise that cannot be distinguished
as a temporally independent variable.

TABLE 2 | Summary of the collected data and their origins in this study.

Data type Description Spatial coverage Temporal coverage Data provider

Underwater acoustic data Broadband SPL-tables
(10–10,000 Hz)

BIAS loggers 20–23 January 2014 BIAS*

1/3 octave band SPL-tables (63 Hz) BIAS loggers 20–23 January 2014 BIAS*

1/3 octave band SPL-tables
(125 Hz)

BIAS loggers 20–23 January 2014 BIAS*

1/3 octave band SPL-tables
(2000 Hz)

BIAS loggers 20–23 January 2014 BIAS*

Automatic identification system (AIS) data AIS points in the 20-km buffer zone
of the BIAS loggers

BIAS loggers 20, 22, and
23

January 2014 HELCOM

AIS points Gulf of Finland January 2014 HELCOM

Environmental data Wind speed and precipitation
observations

Ristna, Pakri and Harku
observation stations

January 2014 EWS*

Wind speed observations Naissaar and Vilsandi
observation stations

January 2014 EWS*

Significant wave height
observations

Gulf of Finland and northern
Baltic Proper

January 2014 FMI*

Ice charts Baltic Sea January 2014 FMI*

*BIAS, BIAS-Project; EWS, Estonian Weather Service; FMI, Finnish Meteorological Institute.
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FIGURE 3 | Illustration of determining the location of CPA along the trajectory
between two AIS points closest to the hydrophone logger.

Abiotic sources such as wind, rain and wave height are
spatially and temporally varying sound sources that can be
distinguished from the 10–10,000 Hz broadband SPL data. In
order to examine the contribution of abiotic sound sources to
the background component, a multiple regression analysis was
applied. We used the background SPL as a dependent variable
and average wind speed, precipitation and significant wave height
as independent variables. The data about precipitation at logger
23 was missing and was removed from the analysis.

The adjusted R-squared was interpreted as the coefficient of
determination, which describes the percentage of how much
of the variation in the dependent variable can be explained by
independent variables. The statistical significance of the model
and individual variables is determined with a p-value below 0.05.

Characterization of Local Acoustic
Environments
Three 1/3 octave bands with center frequencies of 63,
125, and 2000 Hz were used as proxies to examine the
spectral characteristics of the acoustic environment around each
hydrophone. We first separated the intermittent and background
SPL values into different subset tables so that there were three
for each logger: complete dataset, intermittent component and
background component. Following Merchant et al. (2012a), the
data were then averaged with the 24-h sound exposure level
(SEL). The SEL is used to average and compare sounds with
different durations as a time-integrated value (Robinson et al.,
2014). The underwater acoustic environment comprises, for
most of the time, of generally stable background noise with
intermittent SPL peaks of shorter duration. The use of time-
integrated SEL enables the comparison of these components that
vary in duration. According to Verfuß et al. (2015), the SEL can
be expressed as follows:

SEL = SPL+ 10log10

(
T
T0

)
where reference time T0 is a reference time of 1 s and T is the
time period of interest in seconds. We programmed the SEL
calculation in R and executed it on all the datasets. SEL is first
calculated in one-minute time periods, which is the integration

time of all the datasets. The resulting SEL values are then averaged
to the 24-h logarithmic mean of 1-min SEL values.

The 24-h SEL values of the intermittent and background
components of the acoustic environment can be compared
to one another and to the total 24-h SEL of the 1/3
octave bands. The comparison allows the assessment of
the contribution of ship-generated intermittent noise to the
total acoustic environment related to the background noise
(Merchant et al., 2012a).

RESULTS

Distributions of the one-minute average 10–10,000 Hz
broadband SPLs from the entire study period show considerable
differences between the four loggers (Figure 4). The SPL
values were relatively low in the loggers located in the Gulf of
Finland (20 and 21) when compared to those located in the
northern Baltic Proper (22 and 23). On the other hand, in the
loggers located close to the major shipping lanes (20 and 22
but also 21), histograms were skewed toward high SPL values
resulting from vessels passing near them. The SPL histogram
of logger 23 showed a nearly normal distribution. The adaptive
threshold method effectively separated the intermittent and
background components of the SPL data, and these showed
good correspondence with the closest vessel vicinities in AIS
(Figure 5 and Table 3). Accordingly, near the main shipping
lines (loggers 20 and 22), high numbers of intermittent events
were recorded, accounting for about one-third of the total
monitoring time. In contrast, in more distant areas from the
main shipping routes (loggers 22 and 23), intermittent sound
events accounted for less than 10% of the total monitoring time.
AIS data also showed a few cases where adjacent vessel locations,
possibly small craft, did not yield a notable intermittent sound
peak in the SPL data (Figure 5). Between 78 and 94% of the
intermittent sound events could be associated with one or more
identified vessel passes in the AIS data (Figure 6). Although
multisource intermittent sound events were common in the
loggers situated near the main shipping lanes, the data from these
loggers also resulted in the best identification results. Logger
20 showed a particularly high number of intermittent sound
events with both single- and multi-source vessel passes. The
proportions of the types of large peak-generating vessels (cargo,
tanker, and passenger) were generally consistent with the total
vessel traffic within the 5-km zone from the loggers (Table 3).
However, there was a substantial increase in the proportion of
peak-generating passenger vessels at logger 21. Fishing vessels
and other vessel types rarely generated intermittent noise peaks
in all the loggers.

The background acoustic component was contributed by the
environmental variables of significant wave height (p < 0.001)
and wind speed (p < 0.001 in two of the loggers, which have
this information), while precipitation did not show statistically
significant results (Table 4). In logger 21, a positive statistical
significance (p < 0.001) was found only with the wind speed.
The collinearity between significant wave height and average
wind speed was significant in logger 22, and thus the wind
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FIGURE 4 | One-minute average 10–10,000 Hz broadband SPL histograms of all four loggers from the entire study period. The solid black line represents the
median and the dashed black lines the first and third quartiles.

FIGURE 5 | An example of comparing data AIS and 10–10,000 Hz broadband SPL data (hydrophone 21 between 12:00 and 23:59 on January 17th, 2014). The
lower diagram shows the identification of the intermittent and background components of the acoustic environment. The adaptive threshold level is illustrated as a
dashed black line. The upper diagram shows the proximities of moving vessels with the computed CPA as black dots.

speed was ruled out as an independent variable at logger 22. The
residuals of the regression analyses were distributed normally in
all the loggers.

The coefficient of determination showed a large variation
between the loggers (Table 4). The highest value was found in

the logger with the most frequent vessel traffic (logger 20). The
next highest coefficient of determination was found in the sea
area with the least vessel traffic (logger 23), which otherwise
had the longest distance to the nearest weather observation
station and wave buoy.
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TABLE 3 | The count and percentage (pct.) of different vessel types near the loggers.

Total vessel traffic (5-km zone) Peak-generating vessels

Logger ID Logger ID

Vessel type 20 21 22 23 20 21 22 23

Cargo Count 189 44 163 28 71 10 77 17

pct. 50% 46% 62% 76% 47% 32% 66% 81%

Tanker Count 84 10 81 4 44 2 32 3

pct. 22% 10% 31% 11% 29% 6% 28% 14%

Passenger Count 94 28 9 2 32 17 6 1

pct. 25% 29% 3% 5% 21% 55% 5% 5%

Fishing Count 4 13 2 3 1 2 0 0

pct. 1% 14% 1% 8% 1% 6% 0% 0%

Other Count 5 1 7 0 2 0 1 0

pct. 1% 1% 3% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0%

The table is divided to total vessel traffic within the 5 km zone and to the vessels that generated an intermittent noise peak.

FIGURE 6 | Number of intermittent events and the proportions of their identified origins within the 5-km buffer zone from the hydrophone loggers. Background data
sources: HELCOM AIS database (2017); OpenStreetMap. Downloaded from HELCOM map and data service: http://maps.helcom.fi.

The 24-h SEL of the three measured frequency bands
varied considerably between the intermittent and background
components (Figure 7). The intermittent component showed a
similarity in all the loggers except in logger 21. The background
component, on the other hand, showed a similarity in the loggers
located in the same sub-basin: loggers 20 and 21 in the Gulf of
Finland and loggers 22 and 23 in the northern Baltic Proper.
Loggers 20 and 22, which had the heaviest vessel traffic of our
logger sites, also showed a particularly strong disparity in the
low-frequency SEL (63 Hz band) between the intermittent and
background components. Contrarily, the 24-h SEL of the 2000 Hz
band showed rather similar values in all our recordings. During
the intermittent components of the 24-h SEL recordings in all our

loggers, values in the 2000 Hz band were lower than those of the
other frequencies. During the background components, loggers
20 and 21 showed the opposite behavior.

DISCUSSION

Anthropogenic noise has strong persisting influence on the
wintertime underwater acoustic environment of the northern
Baltic Sea near shipping lanes. SPLs in all the loggers studied
were above 100 dB re 1 µPa most of the time, but a number
of intermittent events with SPL values up to more than 140 dB
re 1 µPa were also recorded. Using the ATL methodology as a
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TABLE 4 | The coefficients of multiple regression analysis of all the loggers.

Logger ID Coefficient of determination Variable Estimate Standard Error t-value p-value

20 59% Precipitation −2.6 2.05 −1.27 0.206

Wind speed 0.48 0.09 5.46 < 0.001

Sig. Wave height 7.35 0.65 11.32 < 0.001

21 29% Precipitation −3.51 3.46 −1.01 0.312

Wind speed 0.97 0.13 7.34 < 0.001

Sig. Wave height 0.59 0.70 0.84 0.4

22 13% Precipitation −4.47 5.43 −0.82 0.411

Sig. Wave height 1.94 0.39 4.95 < 0.001

23 49% Wind speed 0.11 0.15 0.74 0.461

Sig. Wave height 4.04 0.36 11.18 < 0.001

FIGURE 7 | Distributions of the 24-h sound exposure level (SEL) in three 1/3 octave bands with center frequencies of 63, 125, and 2000 Hz. Loggers 20, 21, 22,
and 23 are described in the total (yellow), intermittent (orange), and background (green) 24-h SEL distributions. The solid black line represents a median and the
colored box a middle 50% of the values. Whiskers represent the range of all the data and black dots the outliers.

basis (Merchant et al., 2012a), over a third of the monitored time
fell into the intermittent category in the hydrophone loggers that
were located close the main shipping lanes. Their sound sources
were also unmistakably from vessel traffic. The AIS data based
vessel recognition rates of our data ranged from 78 to 95%, mainly
consisting of cargo ships.

According to HELCOM (2010), approximately 2,000
individual vessels navigate the Baltic Sea at any given time.
According to our results, such heavy vessel traffic may locally
dominate the underwater acoustic environment in terms of
both SPLs and the proportion of time with intermittent sound
events. As the number of ships in the Baltic Sea is expected
to double between 2010 and 2030 (WWF, 2010)—largely due
to the expansion of oil terminals and subsequently increasing
oil transportation (HELCOM, 2018, p. 184)—the underwater
noise will likely increase in the future. An increase has also

been reported by Andrew et al. (2002) and McDonald et al.
(2006) along the California coast, suggesting a 10–12 dB
rise between 1960 and 2010. Due to such heavy changes,
permanent monitoring of the underwater acoustic environment
could be considered.

In Falmouth Bay at the western entrance to the English
Channel, 63% of intermittent events were caused by a single
vessel or multiple vessels, and the rest remained unidentified
(Merchant et al., 2012a). Similar vessel identification rates have
been reported in the inner Moray Firth of Scotland (Merchant
et al., 2014). Our study showed clearly better vessel recognition
rates, which may be attributed to vessel activity, bandwidth, AIS
data and the time of year. Merchant et al. (2012a) reported
multiple vessels mooring, bunkering or maneuvering, which
decreased the source detection rate, but in this study such
activity was absent. The broader bandwidth of our data (10 –
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10,000 Hz versus 5 – 8000 Hz) may also be more capable
of capturing the higher-frequency noise caused by propeller
cavitation (Ross, 1976; Arveson and Vendittis, 2000). Although
high sound frequencies effectively attenuate over large distances
due to dissipative properties of the seawater, in ranges below 3 km
from the source, they can still be at high levels (Veirs et al., 2016).
Frequencies above 1000 Hz generate a larger contrast between the
presence and absence of a vessel, thus enhancing the recognition
rate. Another possible factor contributing to vessel recognition
is the proportion of vessels without an onboard AIS device. Our
data are from the winter, but for example, Merchant et al. (2012a,
2014) studied the summertime acoustics. At that time, smaller
vessels and boats without AIS can generate noise peaks that are
deemed to remain unidentified.

The background noise in our data could largely be explained
by a few abiotic parameters, particularly wind speed and
significant wave height, which reasonably behave like surrogates
of the sea-surface agitation, which is considered the primary
sound source at frequencies above 500 Hz (Hildebrand, 2009).
However, we found a lot of variation between the different
loggers in our data (Table 4). This suggests that not all
possible sound sources were included in the multiple regression
model. Similar to Merchant et al. (2012a), it is important to
note that the background component of our analysis does not
represent the background noise in the absence of human activity.
Distant shipping noise contributes especially in lower frequencies
and cannot be distinguished from the natural sound sources
in the same bands.

Also, the 24-h sound exposure levels (SEL) of the intermittent
and background sound components confirmed the importance
of transient shipping in the local background noise levels. The
median 24-h SEL of transient shipping elevates the SEL to 20–
30 dB above the background noise levels in the 63 Hz 1/3
octave band and to 13–22 dB in the 125 Hz band. The SEL
rise was lowest in the highest frequency band (2000 Hz), where
it varied from 5 dB to 8 dB. The increase of 30 dB denotes
the increase of sound pressure by a factor of 31.6. Such vast
disparity between the presence and absence of shipping activity
can have multiple detrimental effects on biota. Wysocki et al.
(2006) conducted an experiment where three freshwater fish
species, from which the European perch (Perca fluviatilis) is
also common in the Baltic Sea, were exposed to ship noise
with average SPL of 153 dB with instantaneous levels ranging
32 dB. The results indicated increased stress hormone (cortisol)
secretion in all three fish species studied. Similar reactions of
fish to intermittent noise was also reported by Nichols et al.
(2015). Based on these results, the intermittent shipping noise
described in this study could potentially influence on the Baltic
Sea fish species. This, however, requires further research on fish
physiology and behavior in the region.

A comparison of the intermittent and background
components to the total 1/3 octave 24-h SEL yields a general
overview of the contribution of anthropogenic noise to the local
acoustic environment. The loggers next to a major shipping
lane (20 and 22) have significantly more bypassing traffic than
the more distant loggers (21 and 23) The contribution of
traffic can be assessed by comparing the distribution of total

SEL to the intermittent and background components. The
total SEL clearly resembles the intermittent SEL in loggers
with high shipping activity (Figure 7). In loggers with sparse
bypassing vessel traffic, the total SEL resembles the background
component. Similar results were obtained by Merchant et al.
(2012a) as intermittent component had clear contribution to
the total 24-h SEL. These resemblances enable the conclusion
that the acoustic environment in loggers 20 and 22 is controlled
by intermittent shipping noise, and in loggers 21 and 23, the
acoustic environment is controlled by background noise. This is
relatively sharp distinction, given that all the loggers are relatively
close to a major international shipping route (Figure 1A). One
way to mitigate the detrimental impacts of underwater noise
would to establish spatial and/or temporal rerouting of shipping
lanes in the vicinity of ecologically sensitive areas such as
fish spawning grounds. Noise mapping and management are
essential to ecosystem-based marine spatial planning (Merchant
et al., 2017; Farcas et al., 2020).

The background component exhibits similarities with the
loggers located in the same sub-basin regardless of the shipping
intensity. The 24-h SEL is distributed similarly in the Gulf of
Finland (20 and 21) and in the northern Baltic Proper (22 and 23).
The difference is clear, especially at the low-frequency bands of
63 and 125 Hz, with higher values in the northern Baltic Proper.
As these lower frequencies are dominated by distant shipping
activity (Hildebrand, 2009), the background sound levels can be
elevated by a larger number of vessels navigating through the
same sub-basin. The Baltic Proper forms the largest sub-basin of
the Baltic Sea, where shipping traffic is routed not only to the Gulf
of Finland but also to the Bothnian Sea and major ports in Latvia,
Lithuania, Russian Kaliningrad and Poland. There are arguably
more vessels in the Baltic Proper at any given time compared
to the Gulf of Finland, and thus, the distant shipping noise is
possible cause for the elevated SEL in lower frequencies. These
regional differences are also in line with the annual estimated
probability density functions of the SPL calculated from the same
BIAS-data by Mustonen et al. (2019).

The European Union’s Commission Decision 2010/477/EU,
2010 established the monitoring of the continuous underwater
noise in its criterion 2. Underwater noise is monitored in the
63 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3 octave bands. Based on the results of
this study, these bands are indeed significantly elevated due
to nearby vessel traffic. The same sound frequencies are also
known to be audible to local marine fauna, such as seals and
fish (Enger, 1967; Chapman and Hawkins, 1973; Offutt, 1974;
Hawkins and Johnstone, 1978; Sills et al., 2015). For example,
the gray seal (Halichoerus grypus) vocalizes in low frequencies,
which could indicate that auditory masking by vessel traffic
could occur (Asselin et al., 1993). In order to account for the
ecological impacts of underwater noise, Commission Decision
2017/848/EU, 2017 requested threshold values that allow the
assessment of GES for the marine waters in the EU. The
method described in this study could be used in determining the
threshold regarding shipping noise by comparing the ratio of the
background and intermittent components. The areas with intense
shipping traffic could be identified and mitigation considered
in order to reach GES. Practical measures could be operational,
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such as rerouting or speed limits, or they could be technical,
like enhanced propeller design or resilient mounting of the
machinery. They would nevertheless need improved knowledge
about the ecological impacts that frequent vessel traffic can cause
in the Baltic Sea environment. The source levels were not assessed
in this study, and thus the effect of individual characteristics of a
vessel, such as vessel type, speed or size, cannot be assessed from
the received noise levels.

Our study demonstrated the efficiency of the combined
use of ATL with data from AIS to distinguish intermittent
underwater noise and to discriminate passages of individual
vessels. By incorporating longer study periods this methodology
could illuminate new details in the underwater acoustic realm
and finally, be developed toward its automatized real-time
monitoring. Such development would, however, require open
access to comprehensive data sets with good spectral and
temporal coverage. This dilemma could be solved by agreeing
about a standard form of continuous hydrophone data, which
would be generalized enough to safeguard the national safety
interests but detailed enough to be useful in the study of
underwater noise. Such integration could, for example, be SPLs
of 20 – 60 s intervals covering the 1/3 octave bands from
10 Hz to 10 000 Hz.

CONCLUSION

Using ATL methodology, intermittent noise in the Baltic Sea can
be separated, and with the use of AIS data, vessel traffic can be
identified as their primary source. Background noise generated by
distant shipping and natural sound sources (wind, sea-state and
rain) varies in space and time. Intermittent noise by bypassing
vessel traffic elevates the median sound exposure level (SEL) to
20–30 dB above the background noise levels in the 63 Hz 1/3

octave band, to 13–22 dB in the 125 Hz band and to 5–8 dB in the
2000 Hz band. Intermittent noise has strong persisting influence
on the total acoustic environment in areas close to intensive
shipping routes.
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